The Accounting Research Center (ARC) is the EAA’s interactive platform for accounting research resources and opportunities relevant for accounting PhD students and for members of the EAA community at all stages in their career. The ARC allows members to:

- Submit proposals via the Peer Mentoring Initiative and receive timely advice and feedback from expert reviewers and editors
- Create their own Blogs on the ARC and read blogs on topical accounting issues written by other ARC members
- Deposit digital accounting research and teaching resources in the ARC Repository and gain access to other ARC members’ resources, including videos of the EAA PhD Forum
- Submit and broadcast details of forthcoming accounting-related Events and learn about upcoming events
- Discover Opportunities, including jobs, PhD Scholarships and international visiting opportunities at leading European universities.

Recent blogs include:
- EAA Awards – Recipients Announced for 2018-2019 (ARC Team)
- Consequences of disclosing key audit matters (KAM) (Anna Gold) and Overview of KAM (Walter Willey)
- The small to medium sized practitioners of the future in a changing world (Catalin Nicolae Albu)
- Economic Analysis of Widespread Adoption of CSR and Sustainability Reporting Standards (Christian Leuz)
- Getting started with Python for accounting research (Ties de Kok)
- Accounting thought and practice reforms: Ray Chambers’ Odyssey (Graeme Dean)

Become a member of the ARC platform and start contributing!

“Get involved, use the resources on offer at the ARC, share your thoughts and opinions, and spread the word!”

Follow us on Twitter @EAA_ARC

http://arc.eaa-online.org